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This set includes 56 time-related icons including time devices (clocks, watches, calendars, alarm clocks, timers, digital clocks,
stopwatches, seconds hands, analog clocks etc), time representations (scales, mechanical hands, digital clocks, analog clocks
etc), time presentation tools (calendars, watch displays, clocks, schedules, plans, agendas etc), time management (planning,
scheduling, workflow, workflow, task management etc), time zones, clocks, statistics about time, and time zone data. All the
included icons are available in 5 sizes (16x16, 20x20, 24x24, 32x32 and 48x48 pixels), and 2 color depths (256 colors and 16.7
million colors with transparency). The included icons are designed to be used for all kinds of desktop applications and websites:
• Home/Office • News/Business • Education • Travel • HR/Personnel • Finance • Manufacturing/Warehouse •
Food/Restaurants • Technology • Ecommerce Perfect Time Icons Free Download is a free collection, available under the
creative common CC-0 license. It was created and is maintained by Jonny Smith. .NET Icons is a set of 56 resource icons
designed by Jonny Smith and licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike license..NET Icons includes:
Desktop, Network, Icon Font and Visual Studio logo icons. This resource set is useful for software developers, IT professionals,
web designers, illustrators and computer graphics artists. Perfect Time Icons and.NET Icons are useful for websites, application
prototypes, user interfaces, logos, business cards, book covers, flyers, posters, presentations, t-shirts, videos, banners, apps and
social media profiles. Each icon has 3 variations: normal, hot (selected) and disabled. Perfect Time Icons Description: This set
includes 56 time-related icons including time devices (clocks, watches, calendars, alarm clocks, timers, digital clocks,
stopwatches, seconds hands, analog clocks etc), time representations (scales, mechanical hands, digital clocks, analog clocks
etc), time presentation tools (calendars, watch displays, clocks, schedules, plans, agendas etc), time management (planning,
scheduling, workflow, workflow, task management etc), time zones, clocks, statistics about time, and time zone data. All the
included icons are available in 5 sizes

Perfect Time Icons 

/n %x1 - Normal /h %x2 - Hot /b %x3 - Disabled /p %x4 - Sharp (more precise) /c %x5 - Curved (better corners) /t %x6 - Full-
color (Transparent) /e - Eye Candy (many more options) /f %x7 - Abstract /p %x8 - Pixel Perfect (perfect corners) Publisher
PremiumIcons is a professional high-quality stock vector icons library. With a lot of useful icons, you'll never run out of ideas!
It's time to save your creative energy! All icons are delivered in both ICO and EPS vector formats, as well as in PNG and JPEG
formats. Additionally, all icons come in transparent versions, so you can use them together with other icons and graphics. Do
you need icons for a new project or you want to modify an existing one? Then PremiumIcons is the perfect resource for you.
PremiumIcons is a perfect tool for web designers, web developers, print designers, small business owners, students and even
illustrators, designers and artists. Whether you're a web developer, designer, print professional or a small business owner, you'll
find everything you need to design striking websites, print graphics and products, or create posters. You'll find various
categories of icons: Medical and healthcare Icons Retail and shopping Icons Business and office Icons Internet and social Icons
Entertainment and leisure Icons International and travel Icons Utilities and lifestyle Icons Education and study Icons Travel and
tourism Icons Food and drink Icons Finance and banking Icons Trucking and transportation Icons Real estate and housing Icons
Construction and architecture Icons Architecture and design Icons International and travel Icons Entertainment and leisure Icons
Education and study Icons Finance and banking Icons Science and technology Icons Computer and IT Icons IT and office Icons
Automotive Icons Nature and plants Icons Domestic and home Icons Sport and leisure Icons Business and office Icons
International and travel Icons Entertainment and leisure Icons Education and study Icons Finance and banking Icons Food and
drink Icons Publisher PremiumIcons is a professional high-quality stock vector icons library. With a 77a5ca646e
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► Perfect Time Icons is a collection of attractive time-related stock icons for developers of software applications and websites.
The set includes 56 icons representing clocks, calendars and other objects and concepts, related to time, performance, schedules,
appointments etc. ► Each icon is supplied in 5 sizes (16x16, 20x20, 24x24, 32x32 and 48x48 pixels), 2 color depths (256 colors
and 16.7 million colors with transparency) and 4 file formats: Windows icon (.ico), Bitmap (.bmp), GIF and PNG, enabling easy
integration of images into any project or system. ► Each icon image also has 3 variations: normal, hot (selected) and disabled.
Give your projects a resh new look using the Perfect Time Icons collection. ► A bonus set of 32 x 32 pixel clock icons is
available for additional purchase. ► The perfect time icons collection also includes short description of each icon. ► Vector
versions of the icons are also included for additional purchase. Perfect Study Icons is a collection of interesting study-related
icons for any developer of applications. The set includes a wide range of icons, helping you to easily present your new project
on the web or in other applications. Description: ► The perfect study icons collection also includes short description of each
icon. ► Vector versions of the icons are also included for additional purchase. Perfect Ideas Icons is a collection of attractive
ideas-related icons for developers of software applications. The set includes 56 icons representing science-related concepts, time-
related concepts, environment-related concepts, body parts, food etc. Each icon is supplied in 5 sizes (16x16, 20x20, 24x24,
32x32 and 48x48 pixels), 2 color depths (256 colors and 16.7 million colors with transparency) and 4 file formats: Windows
icon (.ico), Bitmap (.bmp), GIF and PNG, enabling easy integration of images into any project or system. Each icon image also
has 3 variations: normal, hot (selected) and disabled. Give your projects a resh new look using the Perfect Ideas Icons collection.
Description: ► The perfect ideas icons collection also includes short description of each icon. ► Vector versions of the icons
are also included for additional purchase. ► The perfect ideas icons collection includes a bonus set of 32 x 32 pixel clock icons
for additional purchase.

What's New in the Perfect Time Icons?

Perfect Time Icons is a collection of attractive time-related stock icons for developers of software applications and websites.
The set includes 56 icons representing clocks, calendars and other objects and concepts, related to time, performance, schedules,
appointments etc. Each icon is supplied in 5 sizes (16x16, 20x20, 24x24, 32x32 and 48x48 pixels), 2 color depths (256 colors
and 16.7 million colors with transparency) and 4 file formats: Windows icon (.ico), Bitmap (.bmp), GIF and PNG, enabling easy
integration of images into any project or system. Each icon image also has 3 variations: normal, hot (selected) and disabled.
Give your projects a resh new look using the Perfect Time Icons collection. Pre-release version. Please use at your own risk. Is
this the software you are looking for? Check out these popular software titles from our friends at One-Click Apps: Get busy
with Perfect Time Icons today! Screenshots of Perfect Time Icons Perfect Time Icons Publisher's Description Perfect Time
Icons is a collection of attractive time-related stock icons for developers of software applications and websites. The set includes
56 icons representing clocks, calendars and other objects and concepts, related to time, performance, schedules, appointments
etc. Each icon is supplied in 5 sizes (16x16, 20x20, 24x24, 32x32 and 48x48 pixels), 2 color depths (256 colors and 16.7 million
colors with transparency) and 4 file formats: Windows icon (.ico), Bitmap (.bmp), GIF and PNG, enabling easy integration of
images into any project or system. Each icon image also has 3 variations: normal, hot (selected) and disabled. Give your projects
a resh new look using the Perfect Time Icons collection. Each icon image is a high resolution stock image that can be easily
integrated into any project or website with a single click of a mouse. You can view the actual image size by viewing the "Image
Size" column in the summary table on the download page. There is no need to repeatedly download large icons one by one. Just
install the free Perfect Time Icons add-on for your web browser, visit the icon collection and click the download link of the icon
you want. The add-on will generate a direct download link to the icon and its associated image, ready to be integrated into any
project or website. All icons are distributed under the Creative Commons License (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0). They are provided in 2
versions (normal and hot variations), in 4 color depths (256, 16.7 million and 0.0% transparent colors) and in 4 file formats (ico,
png, bmp and
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System Requirements:

Minimum Requires a high-end computer (CPU: Intel Core 2 Quad or better, 2 GB RAM) CPU: Intel Core 2 Quad or better, 2
GB RAM) Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) (64-bit) DirectX 11 Recommended Requires a mid-range computer (CPU: Intel Core
i5 or better, 2 GB RAM) (CPU: Intel Core i5 or better, 2 GB RAM) Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit
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